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Abstract: The human-centric approach is a leading trend for future production processes, and
collaborative robotics are key to its realization. This article addresses the challenge of designing a
new custom-made non-conventional machine or robot involving toolpath control (interpolated axes)
with collaborative functionalities but by using “general-purpose standard” safety and motion control
technologies. This is conducted on a non-conventional cable-driven parallel robot (CDPR). Safety
is assured by safe commands to individual axes, known as safe motion monitoring functionalities,
which limit the axis’s speed in the event of human intrusion. At the same time, the robot’s motion
controller applies an override to the toolpath speed to accommodate the robot’s path speed to the
limitations of the axes. The implementation of a new Pre-Warning Zone prevents unnecessary stops
due to the approach of the human operator. The article also details a real experiment that validates
the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.

Keywords: collaborative CDPR; industrial safety; motion control; motion control safety; industrial
automation safety trends; collaborative robotics

1. Introduction
1.1. New Trends in Non-Conventional Industrial Robots

Industrial applications with several axes working in a coordinated way to perform
trajectories are expanding their application range beyond the traditional machining systems
(CNC) and conventional industrial robotics [1,2]. From packaging processes to new flexible
production lines, they often incorporate toolpath operations into their workflows [3].
Significant advances in machine automation and industrial motion control technologies
have driven this expansion. Consequently, industrial machinery designers are increasingly
adopting servo-drive technology [4], along with new mechatronic resources, to meet the
demanding flexibility and performance needs of modern factories [5]. Current general-
purpose motion-control technologies are enabling not just simple movements, but also
the execution of complex, flexible kinematic relationships among different mechanical
components of machines. The emergence of fast, deterministic, and synchronous digital
networks has facilitated the connection of multiple motors to a single controller. Often,
servo technology is being chosen over the traditional large single-motor setup, centralizing
functionalities within the machine and replacing mechanical systems with software-based
control. This approach is commonly known as a “mechatronic solution” [6].

This motion-control technology trend is contributing to the development of a wide
range of custom industrial robotic configurations, including several types of parallel
robotics such as delta robots, Stewart platforms, and cable-driven parallel robots (CD-
PRs) [7–9].
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1.2. Conventional Collaborative Automation Architectures

Parallel to the development of industrial servo technology, which is the basis for
motion control machinery and industrial robots, the latest industry safety regulations
facilitate the conception of new advanced machinery with complex interaction with human
operators. Specifically for servo-actuated machines, there has been an expansion of safety
regulations designed to facilitate their safe and even collaborative operation [10].

In conventional collaborative robotics, specific standards clearly define safe operation
practices, allowing for a reduction in the physical separation traditionally required between
humans and hazardous processes, as stated in ISO 12100 [11]. However, except in the
exceptional case where a collaborative robot, for constructional reasons, can be considered
as an inherently safe machine, it is generally regarded as just another very specialized
output device (Safety Related System/Control System: SRC/CSc) in the safety chain [12].
Transferring equivalent collaborative functionalities to general-purpose machinery must
deal with the complexities of universal safety regulations and the standard safety features
of general automation technologies. For example, ISO 12100 also specifies the need to
carry out a risk assessment when designing a new machine as well as the risk reduction
process required for risks that cannot be significantly reduced by redesigning the machine.
Other standards, such as those detailing performance levels (PL) [13] and safety integrity
levels (SIL) [14], guide the design of safety-related control system components. These
standards have opened the possibility of using electronically programmed technology
to make safety-related decisions. However, it remains a fundamental principle in the
implementation of safety that logic must be executed in control devices certified for that
purpose. PLCs (programmable logic controllers), CNCs (computer numerical controllers),
and general-purpose motion controllers do not fall into this category of certified devices.

Therefore, a two-layer decision architecture is required. Figure 1 shows the two lev-
els of hardware and software that are mandatory in industrial machinery (according to
ISO 13849-1 [13]): the safety subsystem, also called the Safety Related System/Control
System, which includes inputs, logic, safe actuation, and communications; and the opera-
tional subsystem, which comprises standard inputs, process logic, standard actuation, and
standard communications.
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Figure 1. Reference architecture for safe servo-driven industrial systems.

These two decision layers when a machine executes a toolpath are shown in Figure 1:
safety logic (1) and process logic (2). In a warning or hazardous situation, the safety
controller (1) decides to perform safe stop or limit commands, which are sent to the
servo drives (“Sd1” to “Sd4” in Figure 1) via a safe communication channel (represented
by yellow and black in Figure 1). In parallel, the process logic (2) receives a planned
toolpath specification and generates the motion profiles of the motors (position, speed,
and acceleration). At this point, the specific motion commands are sent to the servo drives
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(“D#1” to “D#4” in Figure 1) via a non-safety fieldbus (highlighted in blue in Figure 1).
Although each layer makes its own decisions, they can exchange information to qualify or
parameterize their logic via a non-real-time communication channel.

1.3. Collaborative for Non-Standard Robotics: Collaborative CDPRs

The Fifth Industrial Revolution (Industry 5.0) spotlights six key technologies to ad-
vance European social and environmental priorities within technological innovation, mov-
ing from isolated technologies to a systemic approach [15]. Among these, human-centric
solutions and human-machine-interaction technologies highlight the importance of col-
laborative robots [16]. The trend in robotics is increasingly toward collaborative and
user-friendly systems.

Collaborative robotics development must go beyond conventional industrial robots
to include other kinds of robotic configurations that may offer functional advantages
compared to the more common industry configurations, and that may cover application
scenarios where conventional industrial robots are overly specialized. Efforts to enable
robots and general-purpose machinery, including CDPRs, to work collaboratively align
with the ongoing trends of Industry 5.0.

The study and conceptualization of collaborative behavior in CDPRs is a novel and
little-addressed research issue. Most approaches focus on achieving low stiffness during
motion. This low stiffness enables the CDPR to absorb energy induced during a collision,
thus preventing damage to both the CDPR and the collided object or body part [17]. This
has been addressed in different ways, for example, through auxiliary mechanisms attached
to the cables [18] or by using architectures with degrees of freedom (DOFs) operated re-
dundantly to achieve a controllable stiffness [19]. The impact of CDPR stiffness on its
transparency, which is the robot’s ability to move in the direction intended by the user, dur-
ing co-manipulation tasks involving human-robot interaction is also explored [20]. Other
researchers contributed to collaborative CDPR focusing on managing cable interferences
and collision detection methods when a human-CDPR physical interaction is needed [21,22].
Additional researchers also contributed to the field by proposing and evaluating advanced
control strategies aimed at enhancing physical human-robot collaboration [23].

However, most initiatives overlook the industrial-implementation “standard and nor-
mative” issues. As depicted in Figure 1, a general-purpose industrial motion-control-system
architecture has a two-layer structure with two decision elements: the safety controller and
the motion controller.

On one hand, the safety logic generates commands for the servo axes. Although
industrial safety standards have addressed the definition of safety operating modes of
servo axes in detail, they do so considering the axes individually. These standards have not
considered the implications for the toolpath when these axes are coordinated to operate
as a group. This limitation originates in the safety standards themselves, which force that
the decision-making architecture must separate safety decisions from toolpath control. As
a result, safety decisions require dedicated hardware and software which must have the
appropriate certifications.

On the other hand, only the motion controller has all the necessary information to make
decisions concerning the toolpath. The individual motion control of each axis depends on
the controller, namely its “numerical control task”, which generates the setpoints for each
axis via its servo drive. However, the servo drives do not know whether they are working
alone, for example performing a point-to-point movement, or in coordination with other
axes to execute an interpolated movement.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the servo drives can receive commands from two
different decision layers. This can lead in some cases to side effects. The article discusses
how implementing collaborative functionalities can lead to this situation and provides a
standard-compliant solution.

The article addressed the objective of implementing a smooth toolpath movement
despite this two-level general-purpose decision architecture when implementing collabo-
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rative operation, speed and separation monitoring (SSM), in general-purpose machinery.
It further explores the issues related to toolpath speed limitations that arise when human
operators and robots share a workspace, alongside the independent role of the safety
controller in issuing speed-limiting commands to each axis (“Sd1” to “Sd4” in Figure 1).
This is conducted on a CDPR, which is presented in the next section (Section 2.1). CDPRs
fall into the category of non-conventional and not widely used mechatronic systems in the
industry. Most of their applications are custom-made, and there is no standard commercial
development for this type of robot, especially those that involve collaboration with humans.
This makes them an excellent subject for researching collaborative functionalities in custom-
made trajectory systems. Section 2 also reviews the safety standards for collaborative
robots as well as the integration of safety architectures within collaborative operations.
Section 3 outlines the toolpath control implemented for the CDPR. Section 4 analyzes an
SSM implementation strategy for a CDPR prototype through three use cases: a regular
toolpath without human interference, the simultaneous application of SLS and toolpath
override, and a new Pre-Warning Zone for smoother toolpath override. This subsystem
operates independently to restrict the kinematic parameters of the axes for safety. The
developed strategy can be applicable to any robot configuration. The article ends with a
discussion and some conclusions concerning the research in Section 5.

2. General-Purpose Motion Control and Safety Resources to Implement Custom-Made
Industrial Robots: The CDPR Case
2.1. Cable-Driven Parallel Robots

A CDPR is a kind of parallel robot that uses multiple cables to actuate and control the
movement of the robot end effector (i.e., the tool or gripper attached to the robot’s endpoint).
Parallel robot configurations have been studied for decades. A well-known example is
delta robots, introduced by Clavel in 1985 to carry out fast operations for food handling or
assembly of electronic circuits, among others [24]. Other relevant parallel configurations
are the Stewart platform [25] and the Cappel platform [26]. All these parallel robots
involve links that are under tensile and compressive loads. In the mid-1980s, Landsberger
and Sheridan proposed an evolution of the Stewart platform but fully actuated by cables
(CDPR) [27].

CDPRs typically have a fixed base or frame to support multiple actuators, usually
servomotors, to control the cables. The end effector’s movement results from the cables’
tension and length. Due to the use of cables, CDPRs do not work with compressible loads,
only tensile ones [28]. The number of cables and the placement of the motors determine
the degrees of freedom, stability, and complexity of the robot. CDPRs whose position
cannot change without changing the length of the cables are called fully constrained (see
Figure 2a). In general, this architecture requires at least one additional cable than degrees
of freedom. An alternative common configuration is the under-constrained or suspended
type, in which the robot maintains balance through gravity [29]. Figure 2b shows the
suspended 4-cable CDPR developed for this research. Although fully-constrained CDPRs
can perform motion trajectories with more precision at high speeds compared to under-
constrained CDPRs, the latter has the advantage of reducing the probability of interference
between cables and obstacles because the end effector is suspended, so the workspace
under the robot is free of cables [30]. CDPRs offer multiple advantages compared to
traditional configurations, such as high dynamic performance, a larger workspace, reduced
manufacturing and maintenance costs, ease of assembly and disassembly, high modularity
and reconfigurability, and a smaller inertia and a higher payload-to-weight ratio [31].

These advantages make them suitable for a variety of application scenarios, including,
but not limited to, civil applications such as moving cameras in social event coverage [32],
cable-driven configurations on boats [33], the additive manufacturing sector [34], logistics
and warehousing [35], painting [36], motion simulation platforms [37], and medical ap-
plications such as patient rehabilitation [38]. Within the industrial sector, the application
of CDPRs for pick-and-place operations has been among the most reported. For example,
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Holland and Cannon [39] patented a suspended cable robot for handling large loads in the
maritime and manufacturing industries. Barbazza et al. [30] developed a novel suspended
CDPR designed for industrial pick-and-place tasks where a reconfigurable end effector
enhanced the adaptability of the robot in avoiding obstacles. Other less conventional
designs are, for instance, the high-speed pick-and-place CDPR presented by Zhang et al.
in [40] based on the architecture of a delta robot incorporating an extensible limb.
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2.2. Safety Standards for Collaborative Robotics

The development of collaborative robots has emerged as a significant topic within both
academic and industrial sectors. Historically, researchers and innovators have propelled
this advancement by focusing on various aspects, such as creating new mechanical struc-
tures [41], integrating sensors for impact detection [42], and developing control strategies
to prevent and reduce injury from collisions [43], among others. Collaborative robots are
designed for direct interaction with human workers, sharing workloads, and operating
safely without the need for traditional safety enclosures or similar protective barriers [44].

From a regulatory point of view, in addition to the more generic standards concern-
ing robotics (ISO 10218 [45,46]), complementary technical specifications address different
collaborative robotics issues, such as ISO/TS 15066 [47]. Together, they define the four
types of collaboration between humans and robots: safe monitored Stop (SMS); speed
and separation monitoring (SSM); power and force limitation (PFL); and hand guiding
(HG). The regulations provide general guidelines about which one is the active mode
depending on the operational parameters (human-robot distance, speeds, etc.). Moreover,
combinations and alternative implementations of modes are permitted if they achieve
the requirements [48]. SMS is the most straightforward collaborative mode and is typi-
cally used when humans and robots need to operate within the same workspace but not
simultaneously. In this mode, the robot halts if it detects someone nearby.

In HG mode, the robot only moves as a result of direct guiding input from the operator.
The operator is in direct contact, and the robot system is under manual control. Both the
robot and the operator move at the same time, but the motion is controlled by the person.
This allows the operator to move the manipulator freely in the space without exerting
significant force and without the need to deactivate the motors [49]. In another operation
that involves teaching tasks, the operator instructs the robot by manually guiding it through
a sequence of points [50]. The robot then replicates this sequence. In the literature, there
are some applications of direct hand guiding such as industrial applications (automotive
assembly and production line, automated lifting and moving of heavy items, robotic
welding, etc. [51]) and medical applications (rehabilitation, surgery, etc. [52,53]).
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PFL represents the most challenging mode, allowing for the possibility of unexpected
contact during motion. It characterizes the types of human-robot contact, whether quasi-
static or transient. Furthermore, maximum values for biomechanical load limits are given to
prevent injury or damage when the robot collides with a different body as well as additional
protective measures [54]. A maximum speed limit is set based on the moving mass of
the robot and the body part impacted. The robot must then work with human presence
detection to decide which of the collaborative modes is active at any moment, and the
maximum speed for that. Examples of its use can be found in the recent literature [55,56].

Finally, in the SSM mode, safety is guaranteed by always keeping the minimum
protective separation distance between the operator and the robot. The safety mode for SSM
in collaborative robots identifies three operating levels (consequently, three zones) based on
the proximity of the human to the robot and the consequent speed of the robot [51,57]: full-
speed operation when no person is nearby (free zone), speed reduction, using a predefined
speed limit, when a person approaches to improve ergonomics and reduce stopping
distance (warning zone), and full robot stop when a person enters an area close to the
robot (danger zone), respecting the minimum safety distances set in the ISO/TS 15066
standard. This approach ensures safe and efficient interaction between humans and robots
in collaborative environments. Few studies have explored the strategy of varying speed
dynamically rather than maintaining constant values. In [56], the authors modified the
robot’s TCP speed based on the separation distance from people, incorporating user-defined
parameters that shape the speed change function’s profile and intensity [58]. Another
significant contribution introduced a method for continuous adaptation of the robot’s TCP
speed, aiming to maximize productivity [59]. This approach utilized a simplified criterion
based on a two-zone distance model. In [60], the authors presented two approaches for
setting a robot’s TCP speed limit to prevent collisions, focusing on the separation distance
from nearby users, as measured by a laser scanner, and considering the robot’s direction
of motion. These methods allowed for the continuous dynamic adjustment of the robot’s
speed. Novel research demonstrated a method for dynamically adjusting the protective
separation distance, enabling the robot to operate at higher speeds by distinguishing
between human and non-human entities using thermal imaging technologies [61]. Finally,
another distinct research effort employed fuzzy logic to control a robot’s speed by detecting
the proximity and interaction velocity between robots and humans [62]. This approach
incorporated a human tracking algorithm that dynamically computed the minimum safe
distance, facilitating real-time adjustments to the robot’s speed with the aid of a quintic
polynomial function.

This article presents an SSM collaborative mode implementation using both constant
and variable value approaches.

2.3. Safety Architectures and Collaborative Operations: Collaborative Robotics

Collaborative robots are not inherently safe by themselves and must be treated like any
industrial device in an automated process. They should be integrated into a safe architecture
as components, specifically as output elements. In most cases, a collaborative robot func-
tions as an output device within the safety chain, possessing very particular characteristics.

The safety chain consists of input devices that detect risks, logic devices (safety con-
trollers) that decide on safety actions, and output devices that execute safety responses.
These range from simple relays that cut off power to actuators to more complex devices
like servo drives that engage with the robots directly.

As collaborative robotics become more prevalent in industries committed to safe
operations, a new category of safety-certified equipment has emerged for collaborative
workspaces. Such equipment comprises safety controllers or PLCs, laser scanners, light
barriers for safety, and emergency stop buttons, among others [63].

These control systems increasingly employ complex electrical, electronic, and pro-
grammable devices and systems. Among these, adjustable speed electrical power drive
systems (PDS) are notable for their suitability in safety-related applications (PDS/SR) [64].
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The latest generation of PDS-SR consists of servo drives with integrated safety functions.
These functions control the safe motion of each motor by their corresponding drive, which
makes the machine as a whole behave safely. Typically, this is achieved through safe motion
monitoring functionalities (SMMF) as specified in IEC 61800-5-2 [64]. Examples of SMMF
include, but are not limited to:

• STO: Safe Torque Off
• SLS: Safely Limited Speed
• SLT: Safely Limited Torque
• SLI: Safely Limited Increments

Figure 3 presents two safe motion monitoring functionalities: STO and SLS. Figure 3a
illustrates the temporal profile of the initiating signal for the STO safety function, as well as
the corresponding motor speed response. When the STO function is triggered, the safety
device mandates an uncontrolled stop [65]. Figure 3b depicts the timing of the signal that
triggers the SLS safety mechanism alongside a graph of axial speed. This function ensures
that operational speeds remain within a preset threshold. If limits are overrun, the system
is designed to bring the drive to a safe stop, a process graphically detailed in Figure 3c.
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These safe monitoring functions (SLx) should be viewed as integral parts of a com-
prehensive safety system, but if operational thresholds are exceeded, a stopping action
(STO) is triggered. Finally, it is important to note that within the safe automation system
architecture, no SMMF codes are related specifically to the kinematic parameters of the
toolpath as a whole, but only to those of the individual axes.

3. CDPR Toolpath Control with Standard Industrial Motion Control Resources

Several industrial controller manufacturers offer specialized components designed
for a variety of robotic systems, including 2D and 3D Cartesian robots, gantry systems,
SCARA robots, and delta robots [66,67]. Among others, Beckhoff delivers integrated
resources for spatially under-constrained CDPR controlled by three or four cables [68].
These innovations significantly streamline the process of implementing robots with such
capabilities and facilitate the coordination of axis groups.

Considering these control resources, Figure 4 illustrates the sequential process for
performing a toolpath with the developed suspended CDPR. This diagram is a visual
representation of the control software, showing the logic and steps necessary to initialize
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and operate the CDPR for normal execution of the toolpath. The CDPR was programmed
in TwinCAT 3 [69] as is briefly explained below.
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Once all axes have been powered up, meaning that the brakes are released and the
system is in a “Standstill” state, the activation of the “Execute_motion” variable triggers the
motion sequence. The flow continues with the initial configuration of the axis groups via
the “FB_KinConfigGroup” function block, which configures axes according to the kinematic
transformation. In the configuration of the NC task, the type of kinematics (“four-cable
robot”) and the spatial variables for the position of the end-effector and the pulleys are
preconfigured. Additional axes are then added to the group with “MC_AddAxisToGroup”,
preparing the system for the activation of the axis groups with “MC_GroupEnable”. Once
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enabled, each point-to-point linear motion is prepared in advance with the function block
“MC_MoveLinearAbsolutePreparation”, defining parameters such as position, velocity,
blending transition strategies, etc. This block prepares all movements in a “PathData” struc-
ture (of type “MC_PathData_Ref”) to be executed by the “MC_MovePath” block. When
the movement is finished, the system disables the group of axes with “MC_GroupDisable”
and then ungroups them with “MC_UngroupAllAxes”, completing the control cycle. The
controller drives the sequence in its main processing task by monitoring signals provided by
each function block, including “Done”, “Busy”, “Error”, and “ErrorID” signals. Also, Fig-
ure 4 illustrates only the normal execution case and omits error management for simplicity.

It is also important to remark here that, after configuring a group with the “MC_
GroupEnable” function block, it becomes impossible to issue commands to individual axes
in isolation within the motion control application, whether to halt or adjust the speed of a
singular axis. From this point onwards, only group-affecting motion commands are valid.

4. Collaborative Behavior Implementation Strategy with General-Purpose Devices

While the standard motion controller takes care of the toolpath control as described in
Section 3, the safety controller is responsible for generating SMMF safety commands to the
PDS(SR) (inverters or servo drives with safety functions), so that they react accordingly.
However, PDS(SR) devices lack the context of their collaboration with other PDS(SR) units
in executing the movement of a terminal element. This is the responsibility of the motion
controller in the process subsystem.

Despite this dual process architecture of toolpath-related decision-making (safety and
standard control process), the safety controller can inform the motion controller that an
intrusion has been detected.

The location of this intrusion, represented by variable “PS” in Figure 5, can be provided
by the safety detection device itself or by a standard non-safety detector. Finally, the
standard controller can decide to limit the speed of the coordinated motion of the axes to,
for instance, activate a collaborative speed and separation monitoring (SSM) mode.
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Industrial motion controllers enable modification of the interpolated motion speed by
software resources to adjust the axes group’s speed. Industrial motion controller manufac-
turers offer this capability via the “MC_GroupSetOverride” function block, as specified
in the PLCopen Motion Control standard, Part 4 [6]. Although this override value can be
modified continuously, the standard indicates that there might be a delay before the motion
controller effects this change. To smooth the transition, motion controller manufacturers
define transition ramps to go from the actual speed override setting to the new one.
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Apart from and independent of this speed correction in the coordinated movement,
safety is ensured through the safety subsystem by immediately applying the safety limi-
tation functions to each servo axis (safely limited speed: “SLSx” in Figure 5). With these
functions, safe monitoring prevents the drive from exceeding a certain speed, but if the
limit value is exceeded, the drive safely stops the axis (Figure 3c). To avoid reaching these
thresholds or safe limits so that movement is not suddenly interrupted is the responsibility
of the motion controller.

To illustrate this problem and the corresponding proposed strategy to overcome it,
three experiments were conducted with the 4-cable suspended CDPR presented in Section 3.
For these experiments, a pick-and-place trajectory was planned, and its waypoints are
provided in Table 1. The workspace of the developed CDPR laboratory prototype (Figure 2b)
covers a volume of 890 × 1520 × 1450 mm (length, width, height). The end effector
measures 58 × 103 × 18 mm (length, width, height), is made of aluminum, and weighs
0.602 kg. The aluminum profiles of the structure have a cross-section of 40 × 40 mm. The
pulleys used are made of polyurethane and have a radius of 25 mm. The cables used were
Dyneema SK75 with a diameter of 1.5 mm. The winches used are made of PLA material
with a radius of 45 mm. The electronic components used were from the manufacturer
Beckhoff: EL6900 safety controller, CX5130 industrial controller, and four servomotors with
holding brakes (series AM8000) and the corresponding servo drives with safety functions
(AX5000 series). Finally, the experiment was carried out in a laboratory with a range of
temperature and humidity of 20 ◦C, 75–80%, respectively.

Table 1. Waypoints of the trajectory.

N X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) Velocity (mm/s)

1 −150 −150 400 -
2 −150 −150 700 100
3 −100 −150 800 100
4 0 200 800 200
5 50 200 700 100
6 50 200 400 100

4.1. Case 1: Regular Toolpath without Limitations

The workspace in this experiment comprised the same three safety zones described in
Section 2 (Figure 6): free zone (full-speed operation when no person is nearby); warning
zone (speed reduction when a person approaches to improve ergonomics and reduce
stopping distance); and danger zone (full robot stop when a person enters an area close to
the robot). These zones, and the associated functionality, cover the speed and separation
monitoring (SSM) collaborative mode.

In this first case, a regular pick-and-place trajectory was conducted (Table 1) without
any intrusion in the warning zone, and, therefore, without the need for any toolpath
override and without any requestion safe speed limitation to axes. Figure 7a details the
five sections of the toolpath through the velocities of the axes. Thus, from the second 0 to
3.23 corresponds to the first vertical toolpath section (row 2 in Table 1); from the second
3.23 to 4.47 to the first oblique section (row 3 in Table 1); then, until approximately the
second 6.75, the horizontal displacement section is executed (row 4 in Table 1) to finish with
the second descending oblique section between seconds 6.75 and 8.17 (row 5 in Table 1) and
the last vertical section until second 11.60 (row 6 in Table 1). A 3D view of the performed
toolpath can be seen in Figure 7b.
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Figure 7. Result of performing the trajectory under normal conditions (with the operator standing in
the free zone): (a) Time series of the velocity on each axis (cable); (b) 3D view of the toolpath. Labels
“C1” to “C4” stand for the cables that execute the movement.

4.2. Case 2: Simultaneous Application of SLS and Toolpath Override

This second case shows the result of performing the same toolpath but considering an
intrusion in the warning zone (represented by a vertical red line in Figure 8). In response
to this intrusion, the safety subsystem triggered an SLS request to the individual servo
drives while informing the conventional motion controller to apply a speed and separation
monitoring strategy. Consequently, the motion controller modified the speed override of
the group of axes. By applying this discrete, pre-calculated override, the individual axes did
not exceed the speed limitation and, therefore, they did not perform a safe stop (Figure 8b).
The transition to the new value was made by applying a transition ramp (provided by the
device manufacturers), thus reducing the possibility of abrupt behavior.
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Figure 8. Result of performing the trajectory when a person entered the warning zone, triggering the
activation of the SLS safety function and a speed override of the axes group. The vertical red line
(“T1”) indicates when an operator entered the warning zone. (a) Time evolution of the speed on each
axis (cable); (b) Time series of the discrete speed override (level 50%); (c) 3D view of the toolpath.
Labels “C1” to “C4” stand for the cables that execute the movement.

The maximum safe speed threshold requested from the servo drives and the min-
imum protective separation distance that establishes their area of application must be
pre-calculated according to ISO/TS 15066, and the risk assessment for the specific appli-
cation [51,61]. Finally, considering the maximum velocity threshold value, the toolpath
velocity override was selected so that none of the axes exceeded its individual velocity limit.

However, this strategy does not prevent axes from temporarily surpassing this thresh-
old. It takes some time for the controller to reach the final reduction value, so in the
transition, the intermediate levels of the override may not be reached to prevent any axis
from exceeding its safe speed limit. This will lead to a safety stop of the axis or axes that
have exceeded the limit (commanded by the corresponding safe servo drives), and the
consequent stop of the movement of the rest of the axes due to a “path following error”
(commanded by the motion controller).

Figure 9 depicts this problem. An intrusion in the warning zone triggered the axes’
speed limit (indicated by the red line in Figure 9a) and activated an override on the group
of axes (shown in Figure 9b). However, the override failed to reach the target value (50%) in
time to prevent the axes from exceeding their maximum safe speed (marked by the blue line
in Figure 9a). This caused a safety stop to be produced in the axes that exceeded their limit
(in this case, only the axis controlling cable 1), with the consequent stop of the coordinated
movement (second 6.07 in Figure 9) and not completing the toolpath (Figure 9c).
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Figure 9. Result of performing the trajectory when a person entered the warning zone, triggering the
activation of the SLS safety function and a speed override of the axes group, but one axis exceeded the
safe speed limit value. The vertical blue line (“T1”) indicates when an operator entered the warning
zone and the red one (“T2”) represents the time when cable 1 exceeded the safe speed limit: (a) Time
evolution of the speed on each axis (cable); (b) Time series of the discrete speed override; (c) 3D view
of the toolpath. Labels “C1” to “C4” stand for the cables that execute the movement.

4.3. Case 3: New Pre-Warning Zone for Smooth Application of Toolpath Speed Override

A strategy for progressive override modulation, as the intrusion approaches the
warning zone without activating safety limits on the axes, is introduced to avoid the
problem presented in the second case. Thus, when the intrusion finally reaches the warning
zone, the speed override is already set to its calculated target value. In the transition, the
override value depends on the separation between the intrusion and the current robot end-
effector position. This separation is the result of subtracting the position of the intrusion,
detected by the safety sensor “PS” from the robot’s end effector position, determined by
forward kinematic calculations, as depicted in Figure 5. Therefore, a new pre-warning zone
is proposed between the free zone and the warning zone, as shown in Figure 10.

Finally, the experiment considering the new intermediate Pre-Warning Zone is repro-
duced below. Figure 11a captures when a human entered this new zone (red line) and
transitioned into the Warning Zone (blue line). Figure 11b illustrates how the override
transitioned from the Free Zone, where no limitations are required, to the predefined value
for the Warning Zone.
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Figure 11. Result of performing the trajectory when a moving person entered the pre-warning zone
and subsequently the warning zone, causing the activation of the SLS safety function. The red vertical
line (“T1”) indicates when this person entered the pre-warning zone and the blue vertical line (“T2”)
indicates entering the warning zone: (a) Time evolution of the speed on each axis (cable); (b) Time
series of the progressive speed override; (c) 3D view of the trajectory. Labels “C1” to “C4” stand for
the cables that execute the movement.
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The override transition was calculated according with Equation 1 by scaling between
the maximum and minimum override value, and the maximum and minimum distance of
the new zone, depending on the distance between the robot and the person. In this research,
the distance boundary between the Free Zone and Pre Warning Zone (dmax) was 3000 mm,
the distance boundary between the Pre Warning Zone and the Warning Zone (dmin) was
2000 mm, and the maximum (ovmax) and minimum (ovmin) overrides were 100% and 50%,
respectively. The distance (Equation 2) was obtained by performing the 2D-Euclidean
distance between the robot’s trajectory (“PT”) and the diagonal trajectory (worst case) of
a person at a speed of 1.6 m/s (“PS”), as stated in ISO/TS 15066 [47]). The location of
the intrusion was facilitated by a non-safety laser, as stated in Figure 5. As a result, it has
been possible to implement toolpath dynamic speed reductions, thus avoiding stops in the
toolpath execution, as shown in Figure 11c.

OV =


ovmin, D ≤ dmin
ovmax, D ≥ dmax(

ovmax−ovmin
dmax−dmin

)
(D − dmin) + ovmin , dmin < D < dmax

(1)

D =

√
(PSx − PTx)

2 +
(

PSy − PTy
)2 (2)

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The challenge of designing a new custom-made non-conventional machine or robot
involving toolpath control (interpolated axes) with collaborative functionalities (SFS) has
been faced through a strategy based on the use of general-purpose standard technol-
ogy for safety and motion control while addressing industrial safety and collaborative
robotics regulations.

Safety is guaranteed by the safety subsystem (safe intrusion detection, safe logic
in the safety controller, and safe action by certified PDS(SR) devices), which limits the
axes’ speed in the event of human intrusion. The toolpath speed override mechanism,
commanded by the motion controller, and the definition of a new pre-warning zone,
prevent unnecessary stops due to the approach of the human operator. The final practical
architectures and strategies may vary as they accommodate the technological differences
between manufacturers regarding the software functionalities they provide (both safety
and motion control functionalities).

The integration of electronic and programmed safety systems has come to increase the
flexibility, productivity, and maintainability of machines and processes. Furthermore, even
maintaining the strict separation of responsibilities between the safety-related subsystem
and standard-process subsystem resulting from the application of international machinery
safety regulations when designing a new machine, the increasing integration of both
subsystems is a need and a design trend in machines and robot automation.

Developing and applying strategies to provide collaborative capabilities to robots
aims not only to increase safety but also to address an industry need. Collaboration adds
versatility, allowing work in shared spaces and the creation of more seamless operations.
However, this poses significant safety challenges. Effective collaboration requires robots to
be designed with a new and more ambitious safety approach that goes beyond traditional
physical human-robot separation structures. Innovative safety strategies contribute to the
adoption of collaborative functionalities in new workspace configurations.

The article has proposed a collaboration strategy when safety is applied individually
to each servo axis despite being a machine that executes interpolated trajectories, which
means working with the axes not individually, but in a coordinated manner. This strategy
is based on a standard implementation of safety rules through servo drives certified to
receive and execute SMMF safety commands. These drives maintain the robot’s operational
status and motion while implementing both the SMMF functions and a speed reduction
via an override to the axes group. This override is progressively scaled considering the
distance between the detected intrusion and the end-effector of the robot.
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The decision about when triggering individual axis safety limitations depends on the
intrusion distance provided by a safe sensor. Simultaneously, the motion controller decides
when to modulate the toolpath override based on real-time data. Therefore, it is important
to determine the position of the robot’s end-effector to modify the toolpath speed override
according to the exact distance between the robot and the intrusion. The motion controller
performs this adjustment by calculating the forward kinematic transformation in real time.

The article is not about defining new strategies for implementing standard collabora-
tive robots, but rather, given the specific need for developing new robot architectures (as is
the case of a CDPR), how to implement collaborative functionalities comparable to those in
conventional collaborative robots. The strategy covers one of the collaborative function-
alities defined in the standard for collaborative robots, speed and separation monitoring,
which is not exempt from complying with the rest of the design safety-related requirements
following collaborative robots in general and safe machines in particular.

The proposed strategy can be applied to any general-purpose machine involving axes
where enhanced human interaction is desired while maintaining safety. This expands
its use to industrial settings and other scenarios involving human interaction, such as
ludic or medical applications. Regardless of the application, avoiding physical barriers
allows for a better adaptation to various use scenarios. For example, a CDPR used for
rehabilitation tasks could interact not only with the patient but also with people nearby,
such as therapists.

Despite the advantages of the structurally simple CDPRs, no commercial solutions are
available from the main robot manufacturers (ABB, Fanuc...). The responsibility for their
configuration (design, assembly, and commissioning) falls to the developers of each specific
application. These tasks are complex and far from the end-user orientation in the set-up
and programming environments available for other industrial robots. Open contributions
from academia and research projects will make these complex tasks progressively easier to
address, supporting greater adoption of CDPRs in diverse scenarios.
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